Globalisation

Percentage

I can …

Prove it!

+84%

I can assess or evaluate a topic by
presenting both sides of an argument
before reaching a conclusion. I can
defend my judgement using a variety
of evidenced points.

1) Using a case study that you have studied, assess
the impact globalisation had on their business.
(e.g. how did globalisation impact on Nike’s
profits, employees and customers)?

 One side of the argument
 Other side of the argument
 Your opinion. WHY? You must
justify it.

2) Overall globalisation has a positive impact. To
what extent do you agree with this statement?
3) ‘Companies can globalise and be sustainable’
Discuss

I can compare two or more
processes/factors using detailed
evidence to back up my comparison. I
make sure I explain how they will
impact differently (question 1).
 I believe……(make your statement)…
Firstly……
For example……(evidence)
This means that……
Alternatively……
For example……(evidence)
This means that……
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I can break information into parts,
such as social, economic or
environmental OR long term and short
term (questions 2, 3 and 4).
 There are a number of social and
economic impacts of globalisation.
 An example of a social impact is……
For example……(evidence)
This means that……
 An example of an economic impact
is…
For example……(evidence)
This means that……

1) Describe how improvements to the internet and
transportation have allowed Nike to grow as a
business. What are the impacts of this growth?
2) Discuss the positive and negative impacts of
globalisation.
3) Compare how globalisation impacts on LICs and
HICs differently.
4) What are the positive economic and social
impacts of globalisation?
5) What are the negative social and economic
impacts of globalisation?
6) Explain how a company can develop and be
sustainable.

Repeat the structure above using a
different economic/social impact.
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I can …
I can demonstrate a clear
understanding of facts and processes
through explanation, which follows a
detailed structure that ensures I
explain my point/s to the fullest.

60%

 I believe……because……
This means that……
As a result……
 I reason why is……
This means that……
As a result……
 One way is……because……
This means that……
As a result……

Prove it!
1) Explain three ways you are a global citizen.
2) Explain two reasons why Nike can be used as an
example of globalisation.
3) Explain two ways improvements to the internet
and better transportation have resulted in an
increase in globalisation.
4) Explain two reasons why Nike decided to
globalise? Why do they advertise and have
factories in other countries?
5) Explain why people in LICs end up working in
sweatshops.
6) Explain why some people argue globalisation has a
negative impact.
7) Explain why some people argue globalisation has a
positive impact.

Demonstrate an understanding of facts
and ideas through detailed description,
which uses evidence to back up points. 1) Describe what globalisation means.
Examples:
 I am a global citizen.
Firstly……For example……
Secondly……For example……

2) Describe how communications and transportation
have improved.
3) Describe what a transnational corporation (TNC)
is.
4) Describe two benefits of globalisation for HICs

 A transnational corporation is…
For example……
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5) Describe two benefits of globalisation for LICs

 Companies globalise their business
for a number of reasons.
Firstly……For example……
Secondly……For example……

6) Describe the working conditions in a sweatshop.
7) Describe the environmental damage caused by
globalisation.
8) Describe the problems with profits being sent
abroad.

 Working conditions in a sweatshop
of not good.
Firstly……For example……
Secondly……For example……

9) Describe two positive impacts of globalisation.

 Globalisation has a number of
positive impacts.
Firstly……For example……
Secondly……For example……

11) Describe how a company can globalise and be
sustainable.

10) Describe two negative impacts of
globalisation.
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36%

I can …

Prove it!

I can recall facts, identify factors or
points and organise my ideas in a
logical way.
The definition of……is……
Two ways that……

1)

List the seven continents of the world.

2)

What is the definition of globalisation?

3)

List three ways you are a global citizen.

4)

List three examples of globalisation.

5)

List two improvements in communications and
transportation that have helped globalisation.

6)

What does TNC stand for?

7)

List two examples of TNC companies.

8)

List two benefits of having your factory in a
LIC.

9)

List two reasons why a company would decide
to globalise.(positive impact for HIC)

10) What is a sweatshop?
11) List two negative working conditions
associated with sweatshops.
12) List two negative impacts of globalisation.
13) List two positive impacts of globalisation.
14) Name one company that has globalised
sustainably.
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